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CASE REPORT
Radial forearm free flap: A dynamic flap for single-staged multiple subunit
reconstruction
Muhammad Ubaid Khan, Safdar Ali, Asif Ahsan

Abstract
We report the case of a middle aged patient with biopsy
proven squamous cell carcinoma of buccal mucosa who
presented to us in Aga Khan University Hospital Karachi
in April, 2017 and required reconstruction of buccal
mucosa, upper lip and lower lip. As per protocol of our
institute the lesion was excised by the head and neck
surgeon and the defect was reconstructed by our team.
The defect was large comprising of buccal mucosa
including the left oral commissure, upper lip and the
lower lip. It was reconstructed via a free flap and a radial
forearm free flap. A specially designed radial forearm
free flap was harvested and used for reconstruction
which resulted in a good aesthetic and functional
outcome.
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Introduction
Since the first report of radial forearm free flap which was
reported in 1982 by Song et al1 it has been a mainstay of
reconstructive surgery. In the era of advancement where
every coming day is a dawn for a new and improved
technique, radial forearm flap has maintained its place
among one of the most harvested flap for reconstruction.
Radial forearm free flap has a thin pliable skin with good
colour match2 with face making it a preferable flap for
head and neck reconstruction. The ability of the flap to
incorporate radius with it making it an Osseo-cutaneous
flap has rejuvenated its clinical applications. The donor
site morbidity of the Osseo-cutaneous was acceptable
with low rates of complications.3
Radial forearm free flap have been used extensively for lip
reconstruction, Palmaris longus sling have been
associated with the flap for achieving goals like oral
continence, speech and mastication and excellent results
have been achieved.4 Radial forearm free flap is also
considered by many as the gold standard for lip
reconstruction.2
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In cases where more than one subunit of face are involved
like upper lip, lower lip, buccal mucosa or cheek, it is a
challenge to address all the issues in a single stage while
maintaining acceptable aesthetics in formation of oral
commissure and achieving goals like oral continence and
mouth opening.
We report the case of a male patient who was subjected
to buccal re-construction after excision of the mucosa due
to squamous cell carcinoma

Case Report
Our patient, a 57 years old male, presented to us in Aga
Khan University Hospital Karachi in April, 2017. A known
case of diabetes mellitus with a good glycaemic control,
came with a lesion over the left buccal mucosa for the
past three years which was gradually increasing in size.
Patients from lower socio economic strata usually present
to us very late from the onset of disease. The lesion was
primarily involving the left buccal mucosa extending up
to the lower buccal sulcus. Both the lips were keratotic
with lower lip almost completely involved and about 40%
of upper lip involvement along with the left oral
commissure.
Excisional biopsy was performed of the lesion over buccal
mucosa which showed well differentiated squamous cell
carcinoma. The cause of the lesion was suspected to be
chronic irritation secondary to oral tobacco habits that
the patient had for the past 20 years.
As per the protocol of our institute the lesion was excised
by a Head and neck cancer surgeon with wide margins.
Frozen sections were obtained for margin clearance
confirmation. The defect that we were handed was
enormous with buccal mucosa defect of about 5x5 cm,
more than 50% of upper lip was resected and about 90%
of the lower lip was excised along with left oral
commissure (Figure-1).
To reconstruct this defect which had upper lip, lower lip
and buccal mucosa was a difficult challenge but we
designed a radial forearm free flap which would not only
provide all the subunits but also give an acceptable
aesthetic look to the patient also. We designed the skin
paddle in such a way that a single strip would
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importance of planning the skin
paddle of the free flap
customized to requirements of
the defect and a single free flap
can
be
customized
to
reconstruct more than one
subunit in a single stage. Patient
consented for publication of the
case report.

Discussion
The burden of HN cancer is 21%
of the cancers among men and
11% among women across
Due
to
Pakistan. 5
socioeconomic circumstances
the presentation of Head and
neck cancer is usually delayed
and almost all (80%) the
patients lose precious time (up
to 3 years) between first
presentation to clinician and
final confirmation.6 This delayed
presentation
causes
advancement in local disease
which in turn causes larger
Figure-2: Post op at 3 months and immediate post op. The flap design incorporated into the defect over upper lip, lower lip,
defect size which usually
oral mucosa and cheek skin. At 3 months the aesthetic appearance of the patient is satisfactory.
require reconstruction via a free
flap. There are multiple options
to choose from when deciding
circumferentially form the upper lip and lower lip. The
about
the
flap
that
can
be used for reconstruction.
extension of skin from the part which would form the oral
Radial
forearm
free
flap
is
one of the oldest free flaps
commissure almost perpendicular to the original strip,
which
was
first
described
in
1982.1 Since then this has
would form the buccal mucosa.
been one of the most commonly used free flaps for
Radial Forearm Free Flap was harvested (Figure-1) with
head and neck reconstruction but the amount of skin
available for is not unlimited but pre-operative
radial artery and its associated veins. Good pedicle
planning is of paramount importance even if defect is
length was obtained. Flap was inset as per the plan.
large and comprises of multiple facial subunits.
Arterial anastomosis was done with the facial artery and
Numerous modifications in flap planning and design
two veins were anastomosed, one with the Internal
have been described in-order to achieve better
jugular vein which was an end to side anastomosis and
cosmesis and reduce donor site morbidity. Concept of
the other end to end anastomosis with a tributary of
Narrow radial forearm flap and bipaddleradial forearm
Internal jugular vein. Final insetting can be seen in
flap have been described which significantly reduces
Figure-2. Donor site was closed using a split thickness
donor site morbidity by primary closure of wound.7,8
skin graft harvested from the thigh. Standard
Usually
preferred for isolated subunit reconstruction
postoperative monitoring was done. Patient remained
like
tongue,
oral lining of cheek and floor of mouth,
stable throughout the hospital course and was
radial
forearm
flap has also been used as folded flap for
discharged on the sixth postoperative day.
full thickness cheek defects.9 Because of its reliability
On follow up patient showed good recovery with
and versatility it has been used for various
reconstructions like Scalp, forehead and nose providing
acceptable aesthetic appearance as seen in fig 2. The
thin pliable tissue with reasonable colour match.10-12
aesthetics were acceptable to the patient. The patient
We have described a flap design resembling to shape of
also showed acceptable oral continence and the speech
TETRIS (famous video game) and we believe that it can
was normal. Patient had good mouth opening and
be used to cover three different subunits (upper and
mastication was unhindered. This case elaborates the
Figure-1: The defect after tumor excision. Almost half of the upper lip, complete lower lip and full thickness cheek defect
including skin and oral mucosa is visible. Radial forearm free flap after harvest. The pedicle with radial artery with its two venae
comitantes is shown, also note that the cephalic vein is included in the flap to improve venous drainage of the flap.
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lower lips and buccal mucosa).

Conclusion
Radial forearm free flap can be tailored as per the need of
the patient and tailored to defect using which
reconstruction of multiple facial subunits can be done. Pre
operative planning and special attention to aesthetic and
functional appearance are essential for a better outcome.
In our patient all subunits were reconstructed with the flap
which gave an aesthetic appearance which was good and
acceptable to the patient. Patient also had good oral
continence and had an excellent mouth opening.
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